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Today in luxury:

Dufry beauty chief talks shop

Antonin Carreau, global category management director for beauty at Dufry, which generates annual sales of $7.95
billion, discussed business with Women's Wear Daily while at the recent Tax Free World Association convention.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Rendez-Vogue: Demna Gvasalia

The first in a series of casual interviews, Vetements and Balenciaga designer Demna Gvasalia opens up to Vogue's
fashion critic Anders Christian Madsen about his new lifestyle and the chaotic shoot to fashion fame that went
before it.

Click here to read the entire article on British Vogue

Tesla-charging stations and dog spas: What New York's luxury real-estate buyers want right now

I remember from back when I was a hedge-fund trader in 2004, shopping for my first apartment with a $3 million
budget. I was looking for something with the "it" factor. So, I bought a 2,200 square foot open loft that had a Jacuzzi
room that fit eight people, with multiple shower heads on the ceiling, a drainage floor and a vapor-proof steam
shower door, per CNBC.

Click here to read the entire article on CNBC

Pat McGrath on creating a "mesmerizing" in-store experience for her products
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In 2015, Pat McGrath launched her first makeup product under her own eponymous makeup line, Pat McGrath Labs.
The metallic pigment, dubbed Gold 001, sold out almost instantly. Two years and multiple limited-edition sell-outs
later, McGrath has introduced her 61-piece "Unlimited" collection, a full range of lipsticks, palettes and pencils, says
Fashionista.

Click here to read the entire article on Fashionista
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